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CSAT, LLC
SEPTEMBER 2014
INFORMATION LETTER/UPDATE:
GENERAL INFORMATION:
2015 Calendar
My 2015 calendar is out and you will notice I have cut back on the Basic/Advanced SWAT
classes. I have been doing LE courses for 15 years and will start to do more 2-3 day civilian
classes to cut back on the extended range classes. Thanks for all of the LE support all these
years as it has been an honor to work with you. From time to time I will be doing a closed
class here and there. I am doing several classes in Northern Illinois this year and they will be
my last road classes. The LEO’s up there have always been a class act and treated me
exceptionally well and it is time to return the favor.
The six-day Basic and Advanced SWAT’s consume a great deal of my instructor’s vacation
and comp time and it is easier to get them to help out with short courses. We are also
looking at more Guardian Courses (school staff) during the summer months to help keep our
schools safe. There are still plenty of Basic and Advanced SWAT classes offered through
the Texas Tactical Police Officers Association and I would point you there. Not all venues
offer the same quality, so check it out before you sign up. Finally, we will probably run one
open Adv/Basic a year to help the local agencies keep their teams up. I still like giving back
when I can.
TACTICAL TRAINERS:
I have instructor students that come back to CSAT and ask to help with classes for their own
experience and to get the system down. You are more than welcome to do this and generally
I can put you up in the guest house. If you are good at it, I will ask you to come back and
pay you as well.
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TACTICAL CORNER:
Class preparation is as important to attending a class. With the current market saturation of
CHL shooting instructors wanting to take your money, you may or may not get the best
training for your money unless you research your trainers.
Also, equipment wise, don’t “test” a weapon you built in a class. If you do, bring a second so
you can walk to your car when the first one breaks, grab it and continue to shoot. Test stuff
on your own range before or after a class. I try and bring extra guns for students, but do not
test my good will.
Further, buy a weapon for your wife that is simple for her to operate and shoot. The 1911
style pistols are not a good first gun for wives and while you might like them, your spouse
will eventually curse you and stop shooting it. Buy them a Glock or something similar that
fits their hands and everyone will be happy
If you are a super proud 1911 guy, learn to run it before you come to my class. If I have 10%
1911’s on line, they will be 90% of my problems. If you cannot detail strip one, do not bring
it. If you shoot a Kimber 1911, bring 3, because two will break. Have seen it happen. I run
classes to teaching shooting, not 1911 maintenance and repair. See Larry Vickers for that.
This is not meant to bash 1911’s, I like them and can shoot them. I also know where they are
finicky and have learned how to keep them running.
Finally, we run higher level advanced training classes at CSAT and require students to have
the same level of rifle/pistol classes under their belt before they come to advanced classes. If
the local bubba trained you and you are not up to speed, I may release you from the class. I
had an incident in my last CRAS class where I released a husband and wife for safety and
holding the class back, at the end of day one. The certificate heavy instructor who prepared
them for my class failed and failed their students.
MONTHLY INSPIRATION
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MONTHLY PERSPECTIVE:

ISLAM, ISIS and Hamas
As I have grown older, I grow tired of seeing the pictures of Islamic savages mutilating their
victims and parading their heads as trophies.
President Obama described ISIS as JV or Junior Varsity at one time. It seems now that that
the only JV in the equation is Obama and his administration. He fails to help or protect our
friends and neighbors in the World; but instead he campaigns for more money or takes
endless vacations.
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The Palestinians are keeping bad company when they allow Hamas to shoot from their areas.
In my day, if you kept bad company, you got painted with the same brush. The Palestinians
are ignorant and if they choose war, so be it. Israel should push them into the sea.

John Kerry has bungled his way throughout the world and proved his incompetence. It seems
the talking heads and many State Department appointees are political appointees with no
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experience. Most have an over-abundance of arrogance as do most liberals, but little
experience and even less common sense.
We need to have the foresight to intervene if we see neighbors, allies and friends about to be
hurt or die. We are good at watching bloodletting pass and acting only once we see the
carnage on the news. Generally then it is too late. We should be helping the Kurds.
Everyone soldier/former soldier I have spoken to have said they are good people with heart.

Our President’s most noted achievement will have been to remove our military from Iraq too
early; along with helping arm the largest and most savage terrorist threat in our history with
the most sophisticated weapons. Our military should have bombed them into broken parts
before ISIS got their hands on them. Again, our reactionary government failed us. In the
future, only give people we train second rate weapons until they earn the right to use high
quality arms. Otherwise we may have to face them again.
Just think, only two more years of incompetence. What could happen now?
As for ISIS, they need to be exterminated quickly and efficiently. They are like a cancer in a
healthy body. If you let it spread, it has a better chance of killing you. They are cowardly
scum and they need to be dealt death without any remorse.
Liberals can now see why we occupy a large footprint in the world. When you do not, you
create a vacuum for all the evil to come back in and create chaos. It is happening in the
Middle East, Ukraine and in Ferguson, Missouri. So much for the lead from behind or
isolationist approach to world leadership.
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Well, the liberals will start their same old crap about how women are oppressed and down
trodden in the United States. All we need to do is look around and know that is not the case.
The liberal agenda is to bring out non-existent dissatisfaction from voters, catering to their
self-serving instincts.
If you want to see people that are really without, look at all the displaced Christians, the
women and children that are raped, and the men who are executed. President Obama’s lack
of leadership is appalling and the world knows it.

As for mainstream Islam, they allow this to happen under their watch and say nothing to
condemn it. They are just as guilty as ISIS.
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Ferguson, Missouri
Michael Brown, the typical black hood-rat got what deserved when he attacked a police
officer who was trying to apprehend him for a strong armed robbery.
Let me sum it up:





18 year old extremely large and powerful black man strong-arm robs store
Same man attacks police officer in his car and fractures his eye socket
Police officer defends himself and shoots 18 year old black man off him
18 year old black man attacks police officer again and is shot until he stops his attack
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Ferguson has become a circus complete with clowns and midgets. Now, everyone is caving
into the pressure and the “we-be” syndrome of the black race. We be picked on, we be
deprived. Race baiters, Al Sharpton and Jessie Jackson (new slave masters) came in to stir
the pot. Their job is to the keep the black man down and ignorant so they maintain their
vote. It reminds me of the various tribes/clans in Mogadishu, Somalia, not the central United
States
The media has got it wrong from the start and I almost think they are doing this intentionally
to create chaos. They media could have brought out that the black thug robbed a store
shortly before he was contacted by the officer. As others have pointed out, you do not have
a constitutional right to resist arrest. The shit-bird attacked a police officer and died for it.
Screw him, his parents, the black community, Eric Holder and Obama. What about all the
black kids that are getting killed every week in Chicago??? Now black thugs are killing
white people all over the U.S. for revenge.
In the old days, police would not tolerate night after night of mob attacks. They would go in,
bust heads and make arrests until all the agitators did not want to play or were in jail. It is
now almost a nightly reality show. Allowing this looting bullshit to go unpunished will cost
us.

Now all the political type administrators are crawfishing and running for cover and not
wanting to stand up for this police officer who was doing his duty. The Missouri State Police
assigned a dumbass black Captain to work the incident and this jack-stick thinks that making
gang signs with some hood-rat is a good way to calm things. All it tells me about the
Missouri State Police is that affirmative action is alive and well in their agency and that
minorities are pushed up to their level of incompetence.
Below is a typical Obama voter with a “Trayvon” T-Shirt doing what he does best, looting.
I am not racist, just calling it the way I see it and the way it is. Good Americans need to arm
and train to protect themselves from this type of home grown threat. We have to survive two
more years of this racist Obama nightmare…..
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President Obama has brought down my opinion of the black race since he has taken office.
Appointments such as Eric Holder only confirm this. Foreign blacks that I have worked with
have a distain for American blacks, seeing them as sniveling, arrogant and lazy.
With two more years of a dysfunctional administration, Ferguson might be more common
scenario played out across all of America. It is a liberal tactic, depress the economy, put
people on government assistance and then tell them they owe the government and that life is
good… We all know the problems with big government.
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2nd AMENDMENT
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JOIN THE NRA…..
As for the NRA, they have been strangely quiet on this incident. Americans need to
wake up understand the need to arm themselves and train with those weapons as we
have two more years of this Federal BS where a certain minority group is allowed to do
as they please in this country without any consequences. The government stood by and
allowed Ferguson to burn and be looted. It is up to the average American to protect
themselves, their families and their communities.
ON A LIGHTER NOTE:
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TRAINING:
Nothing at this time…
RANGE UPDATE:
The coolest July I can remember and the mowing continues…
CLASSROOM/ LODGE:
NO CHANGES
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EQUIPMENT:

XS Sights is now making the GAT for the Surefire Mini suppressor.
HUNTING UPDATE:
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DVD’s, Leadership and Training For the Fight/The Tactical Trainer

TACTICAL DVD’s OUT:
 Tactical Pistol Operator
 Tactical Rifle Operator
 Advanced Tac Pistol/Rifle
 Tactical Drills
 Combat Mindset
 Black Hawk Down
 Civilian Response to Active Shooters
 Long Range Hunter
 Home Defense
 Vehicle Defense
Due Out:
The book out and available from www.amazon.com It also contains the “The Tactical
Trainer.” I told Authorhouse to stop printing the original “Leadership and Training for
the Fight” will be available exclusively through Skyhorse Publishing in the future through
amazon.
READING/MISC. INFORMATION
More books stacking up…
IN CLOSING
Thanks and we look forward to seeing you all soon.
Paul R. Howe

